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Gendered Lives

2001

written by the leading gender communication scholar this text introduces students to theories research and
pragmatic information that demonstrate the multiple often interactive ways in which gender images of
masculinity and femininity are shaped within contemporary culture

Gendered Lives

1994

the purpose of gendered lives is to introduce students to theories research and pragmatic information that
demonstrates the multiple often interactive ways in which gender p images of masculinity and femininity
p is shaped within contemporary culture theories introduced in opening chapters are then used to explore
how communication reflects cultural views of gender and shapes individual gender and identities in
particular contexts including families schools media the workplace friendships romantic intimacies and
institutions such as the jurisprudential system

Gendered Lives

1996

written by leading gender communication scholar julia t wood gendered lives 11e introduces you to
theories research and pragmatic information demonstrating the multiple and often interactive ways that
one s views of masculinity and femininity are shaped within contemporary culture with the most up to
date research balanced perspectives of masculinity and femininity a personal introduction to the field and a
conversational first person writing style this engaging text encourages you to think critically about gender
and society important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version

Gendered Lives

2014-01-01

written by leading gender communication scholar julia t wood gendered lives eighth edition introduces
you to theories research and pragmatic information demonstrating the multiple and often interactive ways
that our views of masculinity and femininity are shaped within contemporary culture with the most up to
date research balanced perspectives of masculinity and femininity a personal introduction to the field and a
conversational first person writing style gendered lives eighth edition is an engaging text that encourages
you to think critically about gender and our society important notice media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version



Gendered Lives: Communication, Gender, and Culture, 8th

2008-03-07

written by the leading gender communication scholar this text introduces students to theories research and
pragmatic information that demonstrates the multiple often interactive ways in which our views of
masculinity and femininity are shaped within contemporary culture

Gendered Lives

2002-06-17

the third edition of this classic text helps readers consider the myriad ways gendered attitudes and practices
influence communication in our personal and professional interactions written in an engaging style with a
wide array of exercises designed to challenge and interest readers in applying what they learn the book
integrates research with examples from contemporary life related to gender and culture race class and
media among new topics covered in this edition are multiple genders gender activism and the metoo
movement and challenges of twenty first century masculinities and femininities including expanded
coverage of contemporary male issues fresh coverage is also afforded to each communication context
particularly gender at work the legal and political spheres global cultures and the digital world including
social media the book is ideally suited for undergraduate courses in gender and communication within
communication studies sociology and business departments online resources include lecture slides and an
instructor s manual

�������������

1986

this volume provides an extensive overview of current research on the complex relationships between
gender and communication featuring a broad variety of chapters written by leading and upcoming scholars
this edited collection uses diverse theoretical frameworks to provide insight into recent concerns regarding
changing gender roles representations and resources in communication studies established research and
new perspectives address vital themes in this comprehensive text including the shifting politics of gender
ethical and technological trends in gendered media and gender in daily life comprising 39 chapters by a
team of international contributors the handbook is divided into six thematic sections gendered lives and
identities visualizing gender the politics of gender gendered contexts and strategies gendered violence and
communication gender advocacy in action these sections examine central issues debates and problems
including the ethics and politics of gender as identity impacts of media and technology legal and legislative
battlegrounds for gender inequality and lgbtq human rights changing institutional contexts and recent
research on gender violence and communication the final section links academic research on gender and
communication to activism and advocacy beyond the academy the routledge handbook of gender and
communication will be an invaluable reference work for students and researchers working at the
intersections of gender studies and communication studies its international perspectives and the range of
themes it covers make it an essential and pragmatic pedagogical resource



The Gender Communication Connection

2020-11-09

gender in applied communication contexts explores the intersection and integration of feminist theory as
applied to four important areas organizational communication health communication family communication
and instructional communication this collection of readings links theoretical insights and contributions to
pragmatic ways of improving the lives of women and men in a variety of professional and personal
situations gender in applied communication contexts is recommended for upper division and graduate level
courses in gender and communication feminist theory organizational communication health communication
instructional communication and applied communication this anthology is also recommended as a research
resource for scholars in women s studies family studies and business and management

The Routledge Handbook of Gender and Communication

2020
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Gender in Applied Communication Contexts

2004

gender in communication a critical introduction embraces the full range of diverse gender identities and
expressions to explore how gender influences communication as well as how communication shapes our
concepts of gender for the individual and for society at large authors catherine helen palczewski danielle d
mcgeough and victoria pruin defrancisco equip readers with the critical analysis tools to form their own
conclusions about the ever changing processes of gender in communication this comprehensive gender
communication book is the first to extensively address the roles of religion the gendered body single sex
education an institutional analysis of gender construction social construction theory and more the fourth
edition has streamlined the text to make it more accessible to students without sacrificing the sophistication
of the book s trademark intersectional approach
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2018-02

this volume provides an extensive overview of current research on the complex relationships between
gender and communication featuring a broad variety of chapters written by leading and upcoming scholars
this edited collection uses diverse theoretical frameworks to provide insight into recent concerns regarding
changing gender roles representations and resources in communication studies established research and
new perspectives address vital themes in this comprehensive text including the shifting politics of gender
ethical and technological trends in gendered media and gender in daily life comprising 39 chapters by a



team of international contributors the handbook is divided into six thematic sections gendered lives and
identities visualizing gender the politics of gender gendered contexts and strategies gendered violence and
communication gender advocacy in action these sections examine central issues debates and problems
including the ethics and politics of gender as identity impacts of media and technology legal and legislative
battlegrounds for gender inequality and lgbtq human rights changing institutional contexts and recent
research on gender violence and communication the final section links academic research on gender and
communication to activism and advocacy beyond the academy the routledge handbook of gender and
communication will be an invaluable reference work for students and researchers working at the
intersections of gender studies and communication studies its international perspectives and the range of
themes it covers make it an essential and pragmatic pedagogical resource

Gender in Communication

2022-11-07

contemporary gender communication theories and analyses surveys the field of gender and communication
with a particular focus on gender and communication theories and methods how have theories about
gender and communication evolved and been influenced by first second and third wave feminisms and
similarly how have feminist communication scholars been inspired by existing methods and aspired to
generate their own the goal of this text is to help readers develop analytic focus and knowledge about their
underlying assumptions that gender communication scholars use in their work the features and benefits are
it applies theoretical and methodological lenses to contemporary cases allowing readers to see gender and
communication theory work in action it presents a comprehensive introduction to particular feminist
theories and methodologies it provides effective end of chapter cases and sample analyses that help readers
see the kinds of questions and analyses that a particular theory and method bring into play and also
discusses contemporary research in gender and communication and expands on future directions for
research

The Routledge Handbook of Gender and Communication

2020-11-29

readings in gender communication is a compilation of studies stories analyses and personal testimonies
contributed by communication gender psychology and sociology scholars and students the reader is
designed as a supplemental text for a gender communication course with primary emphasis given to
demonstrating how gender theory is applicable to students lives

Gender Communication Theories and Analyses

2006

at a time when presidential campaigns are shaped to appeal to women voters when masculinity constructs
impinge on wartime leaders and when the united states appears to move toward the possibility of a woman
president it is vital that communication scholarship addresses the issue of gender and politics in a



comprehensive manner gender and political communication in america rhetoric representation and display
takes on this challenge as it investigates from a rhetorical and critical standpoint the intersection and mutual
influences of gender and political communication as they are realized in the nation s political discourse book
jacket

Readings in Gender Communication

2004

this edited collection analyzes how communication and gender influence work life balance decisions for
men and women in today s culture touching on key topics in work life balance research contributors
explore case studies that expose the challenges and progress influencing families today

Gender and Political Communication in America

2009
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Communication and the Work-Life Balancing Act

2016-12-27

publisher description

The Rules(������)

2000-05

the gender communication handbook this is the go to comprehensive reference for understanding why and
how women and men communicate the way they do this guide is filled with expert advice real life case
studies self assessments experiential exercises and action steps that help men and women transcend barriers
and enhance their communication with the opposite sex the gender communication handbook provides
trainers and human resource professionals with an accessible program enabling men and women to open
the lines of communication so work gets done and productivity and profits soar this is great work practical
research based and fun if ever there was a strong roi in time and money working on gender
communication is it julie o mara past national president american society for training and development and
coauthor of the best selling book managing workforce 2000 an invaluable resource to help understand
underlying differences in communication styles so that work gets done conflicts get resolved and reciprocal
respect prevails in the workplace highly readable and engaging rebecca ritter senior human resource
business partner oracle corporation just what every man and woman needs to learn for the rules of
engagement with the opposite sex very appropriate and timely for today s workplace michelle haines
technical customer management web analyst seagate technologies this guide is a nuts and bolts approach to



enhancing workplace communication between the sexes it addresses the chronic problems men and
women encounter every day geoff simpson vice president and manager standard steam trust llc

The SAGE Handbook of Gender and Communication

2006-07-19

an up to date review of theory and research on how gender affects communication at work it considers
new workplaces such as e business and non managerial work as well as cross cultural dimensions and
service sector work the book encompasses a wide geographic perspective with research findings on a
variety of business cultures

The Gender Communication Handbook

2012-05-02

intends to better equip readers with tools with which they can examine and make sense of the
intersections of communication and gender this text covers the variety of ways in which communication of
and about gender and sex enables and constrains people s intersectional identities

Gender and Communication at Work

2006

this volume documents the experiences of and reflections on gender from undergraduate students in the
field of communication it is the product of conversations queries and discoveries that emerged from a
spirited communication and gender course offered by the department of communication at barry
university usa the essays collected here offer an introspective from the students point of view as they
grapple with gender issues as they intersect with their identities sexualities race and ethnicity and
nationalities as well as socio economic backgrounds in their everyday communicative experiences on a
subject as personal as gender multiple perspectives exist many of which do not necessarily fit traditional
ideas about how to enact gender the students reflections explore a diversity of standpoints on gender as
they internalize ideas about selfhood and scrutinize their own understandings of gender as it is constructed
performed evaluated and negotiated through communication

Communicating Gender Diversity

2007-06-21

the gender communication connection offers an interactive approach to the course enabling students to
experience firsthand how gender communication affects their lives daily strong end of chapter pedagogy
includes special sections which strengthen students critical thinking skills by prompting them to discuss
reflect upon write about or explore online a variety of gender topics and issues literary insight asks
students to read and consider excerpts from plays poems essays and novels that highlight gender issues
follow up questions encourage students to reflect and broaden their understanding a researcher s view



profiles a research study abstract or research question that has been pursued and then invites students to
investigate and or replicate the study on a personal scale

Reflections on Gender from a Communication Point-of-View

2017-03-07

this text provides for the first time in book form an exploration of the communicative aspects of the darker
side of family life ranging from for example severe acts of violence to more subtle forms of conflict in
addition to offering a working definition of the concept of the dark side in the family context the authors
propose the darkness model of family communication that integrates relevant literature in new and
significant ways researchers teachers and advanced students alike will benefit from the holistic and
theoretical approach to the topic advanced through this volume readers are also encouraged to process the
material by reviewing discussion questions and the case study of the moore family at the end of each
chapter chapter topics include an overview of the dark side of family communication individual influences
on the darkness of family communication the dark side of dyadic family life familial interaction structure
and the dark side dark family communication in a context of darkness socio cultural influences on family
life concluding reflections on the study of dark family communication the dark side of family
communication offers an integrative understanding of the dark side of family communication and a
theoretical mechanism for understanding related scholarship it will be essential reading for all students and
scholars of family communication

The Gender Communication Connection

2002

as a perceptive and outstanding assessment communicating power and gender examines the relationships
between gender and power and how they are linked to and transformed by the communication process
within this discussion a host of correlations emerge crossing social cultural historical political and racial
spheres in order to anchor their discussion borisoff and chesebro define the terms gender power and
communication which provides an operational platform from which to view fundamental issues such as the
effects of stereotyping and verbal and nonverbal communication by gender the authors also consider four
contexts that shape and influence gender socialization and sex role constructions mediated communication
and gender roles in various media systems early socialization in the home the educational landscape and
women and men in the workplace our environment continually generates new kinds of questions and
associations the more we interact with others the more we realize that our relationships are not fixedthey
exist in a state of flux communicating power and gender explores not only how gender based issues affect
us daily but also how gender based communication can be more sensitively usefully and effectively
employed

The Dark Side of Family Communication

2012-07-16



although some progress has been made in recent decades in getting women into top positions in
government business and education there are persisting challenges with efforts to improve opportunities
for women in leadership this essential second edition of the handbook of research on gender and leadership
comprises the latest research from the world s foremost scholars on women and leadership exposing
problems and offering both theoretical and practical solutions on strengthening the impact of women
worldwide

Communicating Power and Gender

2011-03-30

using a variety of critical methods the contributing authors of telling political lives demonstrate the ways in
which the autobiographies of u s women leaders provide arguments that both reveal and shape perceptions
of politics empowerment and ideology in the united states

Handbook of Research on Gender and Leadership

2024-01-18

communication research is evolving and changing in a world of online journals open access and new ways
of obtaining data and conducting experiments via the internet although there are generic encyclopedias
describing basic social science research methodologies in general until now there has been no
comprehensive a to z reference work exploring methods specific to communication and media studies our
entries authored by key figures in the field focus on special considerations when applied specifically to
communication research accompanied by engaging examples from the literature of communication
journalism and media studies entries cover every step of the research process from the creative
development of research topics and questions to literature reviews selection of best methods whether
quantitative qualitative or mixed for analyzing research results and publishing research findings whether
in traditional media or via new media outlets in addition to expected entries covering the basics of theories
and methods traditionally used in communication research other entries discuss important trends
influencing the future of that research including contemporary practical issues students will face in
communication professions the influences of globalization on research use of new recording technologies in
fieldwork and the challenges and opportunities related to studying online multi media environments email
texting cellphone video and blogging are shown not only as topics of research but also as means of collecting
and analyzing data still other entries delve into considerations of accountability copyright confidentiality
data ownership and security privacy and other aspects of conducting an ethical research program features
652 signed entries are contained in an authoritative work spanning four volumes available in choice of
electronic or print formats although organized a to z front matter includes a reader s guide grouping entries
thematically to help students interested in a specific aspect of communication research to more easily locate
directly related entries back matter includes a chronology of the development of the field of
communication research a resource guide to classic books journals and associations a glossary introducing the
terminology of the field and a detailed index entries conclude with references further readings and cross
references to related entries to guide students further in their research journeys the index reader s guide
themes and cross references combine to provide robust search and browse in the e version



Telling Political Lives

2008-06-24

this book serves to shed a light on the position of women in media and how these institutions shape the
women s contributions to national development the authors argue that women are unsung heroes driving
the growth of nations nevertheless their stories are seldom told they are often stereotyped and
marginalized within society this form of discrimination serves to take away the voices of women in all
social stratas especially in the developing nations of africa it is little wonder that there is gender inequality
gender bias and gender injustice in society this book highlights literature which may be used to actualize
gender equality and social justice for women by creating a discussion around gender society will begin to
understand the value and importance of women in engineering development women are vital to social
change

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Communication Research Methods

2017-04-11
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DSM-5 ���������������

2014-06

this thoroughly revised second edition provides a critical overview of the contemporary debates and
discussions surrounding gender and mediated communication the book is divided into three parts
representing producing and consuming with each section made up of three chapters the first chapter of
each section attempts to answer the most basic questions who is represented who produces what and who
consumes what the second chapter of each section draws attention to the complexity of the relationship
between gender and media concentrating on the why the third and final chapter of each section addresses
the latest debates in the fields of media and gender adding a vital layer of understanding of the topic at
hand throughout text boxes provide additional information on the most important concepts and topics and
exercises help bridge the gap between theory and everyday life media practices the second edition has
been updated in light of current developments with regard to gender media technologies and globalisation
including recent theoretical insights and examples this is an ideal textbook for students studying gender
and media and for general courses on gender studies sociology cultural studies and women s studies

Gender and National Development

2023-06-30

this book explores the decline in female involvement in technology and other discrimination related to the
industry provided by publisher



�����������

2014-11-30

professional success requires excellent communication skills organized around the transition from student to
professional life business and professional communication fifth edition gives readers the tools they need to
move from interview candidate to team member to leader coverage of new communication technology
and social media and an emphasis on building skills for business writing and business presentations
including the effective use of visual aids will help students to understand the role of communication in
successfully handling situations like job interviewing providing feedback to supervisors and working in
teams

Gender and Media

2021-10-27

activities for teaching gender and sexuality in the university classroom is the first interdisciplinary
collection of activities devoted entirely to teaching about gender and sexuality it offers both new and
seasoned instructors a range of exciting exercises that can be immediately adapted for their own classes at
various levels and across a range of disciplines activities are self contained classroom tested and edited for
ease of use and potential to remain current

Gender and Information Technology: Moving Beyond Access to Co-
Create Global Partnership

2008-09-30

first published in 1985 the handbook for achieving gender equity through education quickly established
itself as the essential reference work concerning gender equity in education this new expanded edition
provides a 20 year retrospective of the field one that has the great advantage of documenting u s national
data on the gains and losses in the efforts to advance gender equality through policies such as title ix the
landmark federal law prohibiting sex discrimination in education equity programs and research key
features include expertise like its predecessor over 200 expert authors and reviewers provide accurate
consensus research based information on the nature of gender equity challenges and what is needed to
meet them at all levels of education content area focus the analysis of gender equity within specific
curriculum areas has been expanded from 6 to 10 chapters including mathematics science and engineering
global diversity focus global gender equity is addressed in a separate chapter as well as in numerous other
chapters the expanded section on gender equity strategies for diverse populations contains seven chapters
on african americans latina os asian and pacific island americans american indians gifted students students
with disabilities and lesbian gay bisexual and transgender students action oriented all chapters contain
practical recommendations for making education activities and outcomes more gender equitable a final
chapter consolidates individual chapter recommendations for educators policymakers and researchers to
achieve gender equity in and through education new material expanded from 25 to 31 chapters this new
edition includes more emphasis on male gender equity and on sexuality issues special within population



gender equity challenges race ability and disability etc coeducation and single sex education increased use
of rigorous research strategies such as meta analysis showing more sex similarities and fewer sex
differences and of evaluations of implementation programs technology and gender equity is now treated in
three chapters women s and gender studies communication skills relating to english bilingual and foreign
language learning and history and implementation of title ix and other federal and state policies since there
is so much misleading information about gender equity and education this handbook will be essential for
anyone who wants accurate research based information on controversial gender equity issues journalists
policy makers teachers title ix coordinators equity trainers women s and gender study faculty students and
parents

Business and Professional Communication

2023-02-14

gender politics and society in ukraine is the first collection to examine how political social and economic
transitions in post communist ukraine are transforming gender roles and relations within the country
leading western and ukrainian scholars and practitioners address a wide range of effects associated with and
reinforced by these transitions including the breakdown of the general welfare system the lack of progress
in the development of the healthcare system gender inequality in political representation the patriarchal
nature of nation building human trafficking domestic violence changing conceptions of fatherhood and
masculinity homelessness and lgbt issues from a variety of methodological and disciplinary perspectives
gender politics and society in ukraine is particularly innovative in its exploration of both women s and men
s experiences and the ways in which gender relations shift over time in societies undergoing transitions to
democracy as such this volume furthers the understanding of the complex obstacles and challenges of
working towards gender equality in evolving democracies and identifies future priorities for research
politics and policy development

Activities for Teaching Gender and Sexuality in the University
Classroom

2013-04-26

this volume brings together diverse cross disciplinary scholarly voices to examine gender construction in
children s and young adult literature it complements and updates the scholarship in the field by creating a
rich cohesive examination of core questions around gender and sexuality in classic and contemporary texts
by providing an expansive treatment of gender and sexuality across genres eras and national literature the
collection explores how readers encounter unorthodox as well as traditional notions of gender it begins
with essays exploring how children s and ya literature construct communities formed by gender ethnicity
sexuality and in face to face and virtual spaces section ii s central focus is how gendered identities are
formed unpacking how texts for young readers ranging from amish youth periodicals to the blockbuster
divergent series trace reproduce and shape gendered identity socialization in section iii the essential
literary function of translating trauma into narrative is addressed in classics like anne of green gables and
pollyanna as well as more recent works section iv s focus on sexuality and romance encompasses fiction and



nonfiction works examining how children s and young adult literature can serve as a regressive
progressive and transgressive site for construction meaning about sex and romance last section iv offers new
readings of paratextual features in literature for children from the classic tale of cinderella to contemporary
illustrated novels the key achievement of this volume is providing an updated range of multidisciplinary
and methodologically diverse analyses of critically and commercially successful texts contributing to the
scholarship on children s and ya literature gender sexuality and women s studies and a range of other
disciplines

Handbook for Achieving Gender Equity Through Education

2014-05-22

reworking gender is a remarkable analysis of the intersections of discourse gender and organizing that not
only addresses contemporary metatheoretical concerns but also illuminates these issues with archival and
interview data reworking gender systematically lays out arguments for the importance of work in our
field for communication s connections with and potential contributions to related disciplines and for possible
ways in which researchers can continue to challenge boundaries between presumably incommensurable
discourses without a doubt reworking gender will prove to be a landmark book in feminist critical cultural
organization studies and organizational communication theorizing patrice m buzzanell purdue university
reworking gender a feminist communicology of organization examines the place of gender and feminist
scholarship in contemporary critical organization studies departing from the common view of gender as a
specialized branch of organization scholarship authors dennis k mumby and karen lee ashcraft reposition
feminism in a communication centered model that integrates recent developments in feminist critical and
postmodern organizational studies linking theory to practical projects the authors address many of the
complex and often contradictory concerns of critical organizational scholarship including issues of discourse
subjectivity power race and class in a compelling and timely fashion this important volume explores
gendered organization studies in the wake of the discursive turn the dynamic relationship between gender
and organization the social construction of gendered work identities the intersection of gender race
sexuality and class the dialectical relation of power and resistance with its interdisciplinary approach
reworking gender a feminist communicology of organization will be of significant interest to scholars and
graduate students in such fields as organizational communication management and organization studies
sociology and gender studies

Gender, Politics and Society in Ukraine

2013-04-02

Gender(ed) Identities

2016-08-25



Reworking Gender

2004
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